Abbreviations
=============

CRPs

:   complement-regulatory proteins

CDC

:   complement-dependent cytotoxicity

ADCC

:   antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity

CDCC

:   complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity

Introduction {#s0001}
============

Over the past three decades, an increasing number of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been developed for the therapy of cancer. Nevertheless, the clinical application of mAbs remains a challenge. Antibodies represent a multibillion dollar market: currently, 15 mAb therapeutics for cancer are approved by the Food and Drug Administration, and the number is expected to increase in 2014. The majority of these products are IgG1, two are IgG2, and one IgG4. Most of these mAbs are used for the treatment of various malignancies, including both hematologic (e.g., CD20-targeting rituximab, CD52-targeting alemtuzumab), as well as solid tumors (e.g., Her2-targeting trastuzumab, EGFR-targeting cetuximab). Although mAb treatment is generally effective, it does not provide a complete cure in most cases. Understanding the in vivo mechanism of action will likely help to improve the efficacy of mAbs.

Therapeutic mAbs can induce anti-tumor effects in direct and indirect manners. The direct mechanism (Fab-mediated) is based on either inducing anti-proliferative or pro-apoptotic signals in tumor cells or preventing the binding of ligands, such as growth factors or cytokines, to their natural receptors. The indirect effect is mediated by the Fc of the mAb, and leads to the activation of immune effector mechanisms such as antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (CDCC). ADCC is mediated by the recruitment of cytotoxic effector cells, such as natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, and polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs), that express Fc gamma receptors (FcγRs) on their surface. The activation of complement either leads to lysis of the antibody-opsonized malignant cell by CDC or CDCC.

The relative contribution of the different effector mechanisms to the clinical efficacy of individual mAbs remains unclear. Whereas ADCC and direct Fab-mediated effects are generally accepted as mechanisms of action, the contribution of complement to the anti-tumor effects of mAbs remains controversial.[@cit0001] A recent review by Taylor and Lindorfer discusses the role of complement in mAb treatment, focusing on rituximab, ofatumumab, and alemtuzumab, and provides a critical assessment of the in vitro methods used to study the complement system.[@cit0003] Here, the role of complement in mAb immunotherapy of solid and hematological cancers will be summarized based on in vitro and in vivo data and on clinical evidence. In addition, possible strategies for modifying complement-mediated anti-tumor activity of mAbs will be discussed.

The Complement System in Immunotherapy {#s0002}
======================================

The complement system comprises more than 30 glycoproteins, from which 20 are present in plasma and 10 are cell-associated regulators or receptors. Complement proteins are mainly synthesized in the liver, but can also be produced locally by various cell types, including macrophages, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells.[@cit0004]

Activation of the complement cascade induces diverse immune effector functions including cell lysis, phagocytosis, chemotaxis and immune cell activation. Complement can be activated by 3 different pathways: the classical, the alternative and the mannose-binding lectin pathway which all converge on the level of C3 ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0005] MAbs in immune complexes, such as opsonized tumor cells, activate the classical complement pathway. Upon C1q binding to the antibody Fc, the pro-enzymatic forms of the serine proteases C1r and C1s within the C1qr2s2 complex are activated. The exact mechanism of the auto-activation of the inactive serine proteases C1r remains unclear but data suggest that a possible conformational change in the C1 complex results in the auto-activation of each C1r molecule which in turn activates its counterpart in the tetramer. Subsequently, proteolytically active C1r cleaves C1s resulting in C1s activation. The serine protease C1s then cleaves C2 and C4 to generate C2a, C2b, C4a, and C4b. C2a and C4b together form the C3 convertase. The cleavage of the central component C3 by the C3 convertase leads to formation of C3b, most of it reacts directly with water and the minority covalently binds to the plasma membrane of the target cell. Membrane-bound C3b interacts with the C3 convertase, yielding in the formation of the C5 convertase. Consequently, C5 is cleaved into C5a and C5b. The activation of the terminal pathway leads to the deposition of the components C5b-C9 into the opsonized target cell membrane forming the membrane-attack complex (MAC), eventually causing membrane disruption and cell lysis (CDC). Figure 1.Schematic representation of the classical complement pathway initiated by mAbs and its inhibitors. All three complement pathways (classical, lectin, and alternative) converge on the level of C3 and lead to complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) of the target cell by the formation of the membrane-attack complex (MAC). The classical pathway is induced upon binding of C1q to an antibody-opsonized target cell. Opsonin, ficolins and the carbohydrate binding protein mannose binding lectin (MBL) are expressed on foreign targets and their recognition leads to the activation of the lectin pathway. The alternative pathway is activated by water in the steady-state in a process known as tick-over. Furthermore, it functions as a positive amplification loop of the classical pathway as it initially does not require C1, C2, and C4 but processes C3b covalently bound to the target cell to generate more deposited C3b. Cleavage products in fluid phase and deposited on the target cell membrane recruit effector cells resulting in complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity. The complement cascade is tightly controlled by soluble and membrane-bound complement-regulatory proteins (CRPs in red). CRPs function relies on their ability to adhere to or remove cleavage products required for the initiation of the next step in the complement cascade. Additionally, CRPs have cofactor functions for negative regulators of the complement cascade, hence enhancing their inhibitory effect on the convertases.

Next to cell lysis, complement activation can promote CDCC. C3b deposited on the plasma membrane of the target cell is quickly converted into inactive C3b (iC3b) and then further cleaved into C3d and C3dg. These fragments can engage complement receptors (CRs) on diverse cell types. Interaction of iC3b with CR3 on macrophages or NK cells resulted in enhanced ADCC.[@cit0007]

The small soluble cleavage products C3a, C4a, and C5a act as pro-inflammatory anaphylatoxins and induce the recruitment and activation of effector cells, thereby potentiating the anti-tumor response. C5a binding to C5aR on macrophages induced the upregulation of the activating FcγRIII and downregulation of the inhibitory FcγRIIB resulting in enhanced mAb-mediated cellular effector functions.[@cit0009]

Complement-regulatory proteins {#s0002-0001}
------------------------------

Uncontrolled complement activation can result in severe pathology. Because of this putative danger its activity is regulated on multiple levels including both soluble and membrane-bound molecules ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). As mAbs initiate the classical pathway, we will focus on the inhibitors of the classical and shared pathway. Complement-regulatory proteins (CRPs) act by binding to or displacing one of the interaction partners in the cascade. CRPs may also have cofactor function for Factor I, which further enhances their inhibitory effect on the C3 and/or C5 convertase.

### Soluble complement regulators {#s0002-0001-0001}

#### C1 inhibitor {#s0002-0001-0001-0001}

The initiation of the classical pathway is controlled by the C1 inhibitor in two ways. First, in circulation, the C1 inhibitor is reversibly bound to the serine proteases C1s and C1r zymogens to prevent auto-activation of the C1qr2s2 complex. Upon C1q binding to the Fc part of an IgG, the C1 inhibitor is cleaved while C1s and C1r remain bound, leading to complement activation. Second, C1 inhibitor binds to the activated C1s and C1r proteases in the C1qr2s2 complex, resulting in C1r and C1s dissociation from the C1 complex, leaving C1q bound to the antibody. In addition, studies have shown that, in case of low avidity between an immobilized IgG and C1q, the entire C1qr2s2 complex is removed.[@cit0010] More than 275 mutations in the C1 inhibitor gene have been identified and associated with, for example, hereditary angioedema (HAE) or autoimmune diseases such as lupus erythematosus.[@cit0011] The majority of the mutations leads to low levels of circulating C1 inhibitor.

In addition to inhibiting activation of the classical and lectin pathways of complement, C1 inhibitor also inhibits Factor XIIa and kallikrein. Functional C1 inhibitor deficiency results in dysregulated bradykinin production, which leads to increased vascular permeability and angioedema.[@cit0012] Patients suffering from HAE are therefore treated with recombinant C1 inhibitor.

#### Complement Factor H {#s0002-0001-0001-0002}

Though Complement Factor H (fH) is mainly described as a regulator of the alternative pathway, it can also contribute to a decay-accelerating activity of the C3 convertase of the classical pathway. Furthermore, fH facilitates the cleavage of C3b and C4b into their inactive products iC3b and C4c/C4d, respectively, by acting as cofactor for Factor I. In human serum a second smaller splice variant (FHL-1 = factor-H-like protein) is present, exhibiting a reduced regulatory activity. Several mutations in the fH gene have been described leading to either impaired functional activity or more often to reduced interaction capacity with C3b. These mutations are located within a region of fH required to control complement activation on cell surfaces but not in plasma.[@cit0013] Decreased protection of host cells from complement attack by these mutations typically leads to atypical hemolytic-uremic syndrome (aHUS). Anti-fH auto-antibodies have been shown to hamper the interaction with cell surface-bound C3b.[@cit0014]

Cancer cells were reported to either overexpress fH or bind fH on their surface to evade complement-mediated tumor killing.[@cit0015] A clinical study showed that a polymorphism in the fH gene is associated with event free survival after rituximab treatment in FL patients, although the study had relatively low power and this finding should be confirmed.[@cit0016] The same study also found associations in *CFHR1* and *CFHR5*, genes that are located near to *CFH* and encode fH-related proteins. Complement Factor H related (CFHR) proteins can also bind C3b but their biology is less known and therefore the significance of this is unclear.[@cit0016]

#### C4b-binding protein {#s0002-0001-0001-0003}

C4b-binding protein (C4BP) inhibits the classical pathway by accelerating the decay of C3 convertase (C4b2a) by irreversible displacement of C2a from C4b. It also has a cofactor function for the plasma protease Factor I. No full C4BP deficiency has been found yet. At present, only one functional non-synonymous polymorphism (R240H) has been identified that does not affect expression, but C3b binding and its cofactor functions both in fluid phase and on the cell surface are diminished.[@cit0017] This polymorphism has been associated with aHUS, a disease in which excessive complement activation was shown to play a pathogenic role. The anti-C5 mAb eculizumab is currently the only accepted treatment. To our knowledge this polymorphism was not studied in the context of mAb therapy.

#### Clusterin / vitronectin {#s0002-0001-0001-0004}

These two fluid phase proteins prevent the insertion of the MAC into the cell membrane by interacting with precursor complexes of the MAC. Data suggest that clusterin and vitronectin may form complexes in plasma with sC5b-7 and act in an additive manner by eventually resulting in a cytolytically inactive MAC.[@cit0018] The complement regulatory function of clusterin has been questioned.[@cit0019] Both proteins have additional functions beyond complement regulation, for example by acting as adhesion protein, potent inducer of cell aggregation, facilitating cell attachment and spreading. Several reports in the literature demonstrate vitronectin expression by tumor and surrounding cells as a connection to metastasis and high tumor grade.[@cit0020] These additional functions confound complement-associated functions of these proteins. Polymorphisms resulting in clusterin or vitronectin deficiencies have not yet been studied in the context of mAb therapy.

### Membrane-bound complement-regulatory proteins {#s0002-0001-0002}

#### CD35 {#s0002-0001-0002-0001}

CD35 (complement receptor type 1, CR1) is a membrane glycoprotein that binds C3b/C4b and is found on most circulating blood cells, but not on platelets. C3b or C4b binding by CD35 results in a decay-accelerating activity toward the C3 andC5 convertase, respectively. Besides its function as a receptor, CD35 has been identified as a major cofactor for the inactivation of C3b and C4b by Factor I. iC3b represents another interaction partner for CD35, leading to its cleavage into the inactive forms C3c and C3dg and stopping further direct cell lysis. Reduced CD35 expression, but no complete deficiency has been described,[@cit0021] but no association with mAb therapy was established.

#### CD46 {#s0002-0001-0002-0002}

The membrane cofactor protein (MCP, CD46) is an integral membrane glycoprotein expressed on almost all circulating cells, as well as on epithelial and endothelial cells. CD46 blocks the formation of C3 convertase of the classical and alternative pathways by binding to C3b and exhibits cofactor properties for Factor I. CD46 in rodents is limited to the testis. CD46 KO mice, therefore, show no phenotype concerning complement. Several functional polymorphisms were identified and most were found to associate with aHUS,[@cit0022] but an association with mAb therapy in cancer has not been studied.

#### CD55 {#s0002-0001-0002-0003}

CD55 (decay-accelerating factor, DAF) is a glycosyl phosphatidylinositol (GPI)-linked glycoprotein expressed on peripheral blood cells, vascular endothelial cells, placenta, and many types of epithelial cells. A soluble form is found in many body fluids such as plasma, tears, and urine. CD55 accelerates the decay of C3 and C5 convertase of both the classical and alternative pathways. In contrast to CD35, DAF acts in a cis-fashion, i.e., CD55 is only able to inhibit complement activation on the same cell as it is expressed.

#### CD59 {#s0002-0001-0002-0004}

CD59 (protectin) is expressed on all circulating blood cells, endothelial cells, most epithelial cells and spermatozoa. Similar to CD55, CD59 is found as a GPI anchored protein, but it can also be detected in a soluble state. The receptor binds the C5b-8 complex thus preventing C9 input resulting in the inhibition of the formation of the polymeric C9 complex (MAC assembly). No polymorphisms have been described in the protein coding sequence of the CD59 gene.

Indirect loss of CD55 and CD59 on red blood cells is caused by a mutation in another gene, phosphatidylinositol glycan class A (PIGA), which is involved in the first step of GPI biosynthesis. This defect results in paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) characterized by amongst others complement-induced hemolytic anemia. Red blood cells from PNH patients are more susceptible to autologous complement lysis.[@cit0023] Therefore, patients suffering from PNH are treated with eculizumab to reduce complement induced attack on erythrocytes.

Complement-regulatory proteins in cancer {#s0002-0002}
----------------------------------------

Tumor cells are known to develop immune evasion strategies either by the expression of membrane molecules or secretion of molecules into the tumor microenvironment. The secretion of sCRPs or the upregulation of membrane-bound CRPs (mCRPs) in cancer was shown for nearly all CRPs.

Secretion of the sCRP Factor H and its splice variant FHL-1 was shown for primary tumor cells and cancer cell lines, including ovarian cancer cells,[@cit0024] lung tumor cells,[@cit0025] and colon cancer cells.[@cit0026] High levels of the sCRP clusterin are found in several human cancers[@cit0027] compared with normal tissues with some exceptions.[@cit0030] Upregulation of clusterin was reported in cases of in vivo breast cancer progression and tumor formation.[@cit0032] Secretion of vitronectin was detected in many human cancer cells, such as hepatic and non-hepatic cancer cell lines derived from the cervix, lung, pancreas,[@cit0034] and breast cancer tissue.[@cit0035] Since both clusterin and vitronectin have functions unrelated to complement, their specific role in cancer resistance with regard to complement activation is unclear.

Compared with sCRPs, the role of mCRPs was studied in more detail. Expression pattern analysis revealed that CD46, CD55, and CD59 are upregulated to a different extent on distinct tumor types compared with normal tissues,[@cit0036] with CD46 and CD59 being the most prominent ones. On human carcinoma cell lines, CD59 was identified as the main mCRP mediating protection from CDC induced by anti-carcinoma antiserum.[@cit0038] Ectopic expression of CD59 in vitro renders melanoma cells less susceptible to mAb-mediated CDC.[@cit0039] Contradictory to previous results one immunohistochemistry study showed that the loss of CD59 is associated with aggressiveness of breast carcinomas.[@cit0040] This study however did not assess expression of CD55, which---on colorectal cancer---is inversely correlated with the expression of CD59.[@cit0041]

CD55 expression is increased on epithelial cells derived from biopsies of patients with advanced prostate cancer and correlated with reduced efficacy of mAb-mediated complement lysis. Downregulation of CD55 by siRNA in prostate tumor epithelial cells resulted in a significant reduction of overall tumor burden in vivo in SCID mice.[@cit0042] Furthermore, high CD55 expression was correlated with worse survival of colorectal cancer patients.[@cit0043]

The expression level of CD46 was found to be relatively low on freshly isolated B cell leukemia samples compared with higher, but varying levels of CD55 and CD59. A low expression level of CD46 was associated with an increase in C3d deposition on renal cell carcinoma and a less advanced tumor growth.[@cit0044]

On fresh lymphoma cells (follicular lymphoma cells, mantle cell lymphoma, diffuse large cell lymphoma and small lymphocytic lymphoma) rituximab-induced CDC was correlated with the ratio of CD20 and CRPs (CD46, CD55, and CD59).[@cit0045] Blocking experiments clearly demonstrated the contribution of CRPs to protection from CDC, the CRP expression level however did not allow a prediction of the degree of rituximab-mediated CDC ex vivo.[@cit0046]

The role of CD35 as a complement-regulatory protein in cancer is less investigated. No CD35 expression could be detected on hematological malignancies[@cit0036] and gastric cancer cells,[@cit0047] whereas overexpression was observed in malignant endometrial tissues compared with controls.[@cit0048]

Taken together these studies convincingly show that CRP secretion and expression can be increased in cancer in the absence of mAb therapy suggesting that complement activation during mAb therapy is hampered by CRPs.

The role of complement in Ab immunotherapy {#s0002-0003}
------------------------------------------

There are several lines of evidence showing that complement is involved in the anti-tumor effects of therapeutic mAbs. In the presence of human plasma, some anti-tumor mAbs readily activate complement in vitro leading to deposition of complement fragments or CDC of tumor cells. The mAb ofatumumab is capable of lysing a range of rituximab-resistant targets, in particular CD20 low expressing cells.[@cit0049] In B-CLL cells, expressing both CD52 and low levels of CD20, alemtuzumab-mediated CDC can further be enhanced by the addition of ofatumumab.[@cit0051] The clinical response rate to rituximab has been shown to rely on the CD20 expression level, which is consistent with data on in vitro CDC induction. The CD20 mAb obinutuzumab (GA101) has a reduced ability to fix complement compared with rituximab. Nevertheless, at mAb concentrations, normally reached during mAb therapy, killing of CLL cells in vitro partially depended on complement activation.[@cit0052]

The anti-CD52 mAb alemtuzumab induced efficient CDC of freshly isolated leukemia/lymphoma cells in vitro[@cit0053] and complement consumption was demonstrated after infusion of alemtuzumab into patients with B cell lymphoma.[@cit0055] The anti-CD38 mAb daratumumab was selected for its efficient induction of CDC of multiple myeloma cells[@cit0057] and has broad anti-myeloma effects.

Despite convincing evidence that mAbs can activate complement in vitro, the contribution of complement activation to in vivo and clinical efficacy is less clear.

To study the involvement of complement mediated tumor cell lysis in vivo, researchers make use of complement deficient strains like C1q^−/−^, C3^−/−^, and C4^−/−^ knockout mice. In particular B cell depletion studies using CD20 mAbs, capable of inducing complement mediated lysis in vitro, showed no contribution of complement to the therapeutic efficacy.[@cit0058] In a model for endogenous B cell depletion with human CD20 transgenic mice, CD20-targeting mAbs with reduced ability to induce complement activation (type II) outperformed complement-inducing anti-CD20 mAbs (type I). The in vivo efficacy of type I CD20 mAbs with abrogated complement binding capacity was still lower compared with type II CD20 mAbs.[@cit0060] Similarly, no role was found for complement in alemtuzumab treatment in a CD52 transgenic mouse model.[@cit0062] Treatment of liver metastasis in a metastatic melanoma model by the anti-gp75 mAb TA99 was not impaired in neither C1q nor CR3-deficient mice.[@cit0063]

Evidence for a beneficial role of complement was obtained in several independent animal models. The contribution of complement during rituximab monotherapy was shown in mouse models of lymphoma using C1q knockout animals[@cit0064] or complement depletion by cobra venom factor.[@cit0065] Additionally, at a limiting concentration of a mAb targeting the surface disialoganglioside GD2, reduced therapeutic effect was observed in a syngeneic model of mouse lymphoma in mice deficient in C3,[@cit0066] suggesting a supplemental role of complement as an antibody-mediated effector mechanism. In line with this, mAbs at limiting E:T ratios (in vivo high tumor burden models) require all mAb effector mechanisms, including CR3 enhanced ADCC, for tumor killing.[@cit0067] That cytotoxic effector mechanisms can be reduced due to complement consumption further supports the role of complement in mAb therapy.[@cit0068] The use of fresh-frozen plasma as a source of complement in combination with rituximab has been evaluated in refractory CLL patients and resulted in a remarkable clinical response.[@cit0070]

Other data, however, suggest that complement can be detrimental in mAb therapy. A possible negative relation of complement fixation and ADCC was shown in vitro, as incubation of rituximab with complement-active serum blocked the adhesion of NK cells via the FcγRIII (CD16). Further functional assays confirmed that complement fixation upstream of C5 is responsible for the impaired ADCC activity mediated by NK cells in the presence of serum.[@cit0072] In addition, NK-mediated ADCC capacity of the glycoengineered mAb obinutuzumab (GA101), having a decreased ability to fix complement compared with rituximab, was not affected in the presence of complement.[@cit0073] To confirm those findings in vivo, a murine anti-idiotype mAb directed against murine 38C13 B cell lymphomas was used to show that serum blocks murine NK cell activation. In the syngeneic mouse model, mice depleted of complement showed an improved anti-tumor effect.[@cit0074] It has also been observed that patients homozygous for a SNP in the C1qA gene that results in lower C1q levels (Gly70GGA) achieved a prolonged remission when treated with rituximab monotherapy compared with heterozygous or homozygous G genotyped patients (Gly70GGG).[@cit0075]

Taken together, in vitro complement activation by mAbs is well supported, yet the relative importance of complement to the anti-tumor effect is unclear. It is likely that a number of factors, such as the nature of tumor target, the location and stage of the tumor, characteristics of the mAb, microenvironment and the availability of other effector mechanisms together determine the contribution of complement.

Enhancing Tumor Killing By Complement {#s0003}
=====================================

Several strategies have been evaluated to enhance mAb-mediated complement-dependent tumor cell killing.

Inhibition of complement regulators {#s0003-0001}
-----------------------------------

Because tumor cells can overexpress CRPs, strategies aiming at neutralization or downregulation of mCRPs and sCRPs were studied.

On human melanoma cell lines, CD59 is expressed heterogeneously compared with CD46 and CD55. The application of a phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C decreased CD59 expression and subsequently enhanced CDC.[@cit0076] However, in vivo enzymatic removal of mCRPs from the cell surface poses the risk of unspecific cleavage and side effects. Recently, the removal of CD46 by the application of a small recombinant protein causing its internalization enhanced efficacy of rituximab, alemtuzumab and trastuzumab, and was safe in a mouse and macaque model.[@cit0077]

Expression of mCRPs is modulated by cytokines.[@cit0078] For example, IL-1β downregulated the expression of CD46 and CD59, whereas IL-4 only affected CD46 expression. Cytokine-induced downregulation of mCRPs enhanced CDC of renal tumor cell lines in vitro.[@cit0079] Co-administration of mAbs and specific cytokines might therefore increase CDC in vivo, but as these cytokines have broad biological functions, it possibly also results in unwanted side-effects.

A more specific approach for targeting mCRPs is achieved by the use of siRNAs. Knock-down of single or multiple mCRPs resulted in a significant increase of CDC in vitro of tumor cell lines of different origin.[@cit0080] A combination of chemically-stabilized anti-mCRP siRNAs using cationic lipoplexes and treatment with a mixture of anti-Her2 mAbs (trastuzumab and pertuzumab) targeting different epitopes resulted in augmented CDC, complement-mediated cell death and caspase activity and CDCC by macrophages of breast, ovarian, and lung cancer cell lines.[@cit0082]

A potent CD59 inhibitor (rILYd4) sensitized normally rituximab-resistant lymphoma cells to CDC by rituximab[@cit0083] and ofatumumab.[@cit0084] Alternatively, mCRP function could be blocked by specific "neutralizing" antibodies. Blockage of CD55 and to a lesser extent CD59 with specific antibodies in vitro significantly increased CDC of B lymphoma cells by rituximab.[@cit0085] The use of intact anti-mCRP antibodies in vivo may lead to CDC of healthy host cells. Mini-antibodies, composed of single-chain variable fragments to CD55 and CD59 and the human hinge-CH2-CH3 domains of IgG1, did not induce CDC themselves, but increased rituximab-mediated CDC 2-fold in vitro.[@cit0086] Their application in an in vivo model of human CD20^+^ B cell lymphoma in SCID mice markedly increased survival by rituximab treatment.[@cit0087] This study showed that B cell lymphomas are mainly protected from CDC by CD55 and CD59 and not by CD46 despite good expression, indicating that membrane expression of CRPs does not necessarily correlate with their functional activity.

Ideally, mCRPs should be blocked only at the tumor site to avoid unwanted damage of healthy tissues. On cervical cancer cell lines, CD55 and CD59 were identified as the most potent inhibitors of CDC. Therefore, bispecific antibodies targeting the tumor-associated antigen EpCAM expressed on cervical cancer cells and CD55 were generated. To reduce targeting of healthy cells, the antibody has a high affinity for the tumor-associated antigen and a medium to low affinity for CD55. In vitro data resulted in a 3-fold increase in complement activation.[@cit0088] The feasibility of this approach was tested in a rat model. In rodents, the expression of mCRPs is different compared with humans: CD46 and CD55 is mainly expressed in the testis, and an additional functional homolog Crry/p65, acting at the level of C3, was identified as the most important mCRP on tumor cells in rats. A bispecific antibody targeting a tumor-associated antigen and rat Crry markedly reduced lung tumor outgrowth in a syngeneic lung metastases model of colorectal cancer. This effect was attributed to increased complement activation due to the inhibition of Crry.[@cit0090]

Neutralization of sCRPs to enhance CDC was investigated to a lesser extent. fH is a crucial sCRP because it inhibits both the alternative and the classical pathways, and it is considered a tumor-associated antigen. Neutralization of fH with a specific antibody resulted in an increased C3 deposition[@cit0025] and increased CDC of colorectal cancer cells by the anti-CEA mAb up to 3-fold.[@cit0026] It was recently shown that the abrogation of fH function by using short-consensus repeat 18--20, representing the C-terminal ligand binding domain, in combination with ofatumumab or rituximab resulted in an increased susceptibility of primary CLL cells to CDC.[@cit0091] A further synergistic effect was seen upon blockage of fH and CD55/CD59. The decay of C3b to iC3b is strongly mediated by Factor I, for which most of the described CRPs exhibit cofactor function. Inhibiting Factor I with a neutralizing mAb increased CDC induced by rituximab or ofatumumab of cell lines and primary CLL samples expressing CD20.[@cit0093]

These results demonstrate that targeting CRPs in vitro results in improved CDC; however, profound in vivo data are lacking in most cases. The role of complement and CRPs in rodent models is complicated by the fact that mCRPs are species-specific,[@cit0094] which brings into question the findings in a heterologous system involving complement and mCRPs from different species. Additionally, commonly used mouse strains C57BL/6 and Balb/C have been reported to exhibit a rather low complement activity.[@cit0095]

Improve complement-mediated effector mechanisms {#s0003-0002}
-----------------------------------------------

Better understanding of factors influencing complement activation, and the interaction of C1q with an antibody, led to the development of new approaches aiming at the enhancement of CDC. The epitope and the orientation of the mAb are believed to affect complement activation. Compared with rituximab, ofatumumab activates complement more efficiently, which is thought to be a consequence of the unique epitope it recognizes. The binding site is composed of residues on both the small and large extracellular loop of CD20, likely resulting in the localization of mAb Fc parts closer to the membrane, which helps deposition of complement in closer proximity of the target cell. Whether targeting a membrane proximal epitope always translates to good complement activation remains to be seen with a greater number of mAbs. A slow off-rate of the mAb is also thought to translate to better CDC activity.[@cit0049] Taking those mAb-specific properties during the screening process into account, possible good complement-activating candidates could be identified during the selection stage.[@cit0096] Human IgG3 activates complement most efficiently among the IgG subclasses. An IgG3 switch variant of rituximab induced better CDC of low CD20 expressing cells compared with its parental IgG1 counterpart.[@cit0097] The shorter serum half-life of IgG3 can be rescued by the introduction of the R435H mutation, resulting in a potent mAb for CDC.[@cit0098] IgG1/IgG3 chimera targeting CD20 showed stronger C1q binding, increased CDC capacity and more efficient B cell depletion in cynomolgus monkeys compared with the isotype-matched parental mAbs.[@cit0099]

Antibody amino-acid engineering influencing the binding of C1q to the Fc of an antibody can enhance complement activation. The binding site for the first complement component C1q is neither conserved among species nor among antibody classes.[@cit0100] For the human IgG1 subclass, key residues for C1q binding are centered in the CH2 domain. Mutations of amino acids located at the edges of the C1q binding region (K326W and E333S) had a profound influence on complement activation by increasing CDC (2-fold and 1.6-fold, respectively) and C1q binding (3-fold and 2-fold, respectively). The double mutant did not further improve CDC, but resulted in loss of ADCC.[@cit0101] The screen for superior complement activating antibodies led to the identification of three mutants with increased C1q binding; the triple mutant (S267E-H268F-S324T) resulted in a significantly higher C1q affinity (47-fold) and a 6.9-fold enhanced CDC capacity. The decreased ADCC by the triple mutant could be restored by additional mutations known to enhance ADCC, yielding an antibody with 23-fold enhanced CDC activity compared with the wildtype.[@cit0102]

Though conventional single agent therapy with, for example, trastuzumab and cetuximab does not result in sufficient CDC, in vitro targeting of multiple epitopes of the same tumor-associated antigen led to an increased deposition of C3b on the cell surface and a higher mAb-mediated complement-dependent tumor cell lysis.[@cit0103] Interestingly, these strategies were tested for antibodies applied in the treatment of solid tumors that have been shown to upregulate mCRP expression levels. Currently available antibodies for the treatment of solid tumors largely are believed to act via direct Fab-mediated mechanisms (Her2, EGFR) and indirectly by the induction of ADCC. So far, complement has been considered to play a minor role in their anti-tumor activity. Nevertheless, complement may contribute to the mechanisms of action of currently clinically-applied mAbs targeting solid tumors, possibly by enhancing ADCC via the iC3b--CR interaction at suboptimal effector-to-target ratios.[@cit0067]

Recently, the initial steps of complement activation by IgG mAbs have been unraveled. Intermolecular interaction of the Fc parts between target-bound IgG molecules leads to the formation of hexamers. Those hexamers provide a platform for C1q binding.[@cit0105] The introduction of a mutation in the C terminus of the Fc (E345R) improved IgG hexamerization, thereby enhancing C1q binding and subsequently in vitro CDC capacity of mAbs targeting CD19, CD20, CD38, and CD52. CD20-targeting mAbs containing the E345R mutation mediated an improved therapeutic effect in vivo in a subcutaneous Burkitt lymphoma model using SCID mice.[@cit0106] This finding will likely help to explain why certain mAbs activate complement more effectively than others. The epitope an antibody recognizes could facilitate the natural formation of hexamers. At conditions of high target expression, the chance of formation of stable hexamers is higher, perhaps explaining why CDC is so dependent on the target expression level. Likewise the combination of two mAbs may lead to the formation of hexamers consisting of both types of mAbs, explaining the increased complement activating properties.

IgG antibodies have one conserved glycosylation site (D297) in the CH2 domain, which influences the antibody\'s ability to induce Fc-mediated effector functions. The attached carbohydrate chain starts with N-acetyl-glucosamine (GlcNAc) to which a fucose (Fuc) can be attached. Another GlcNAc residue is followed by a mannose (Man) residue, to which two mannose molecules bind to form two arms consisting of GlcNAc, followed by galactose and further a sialic acid residue. To study the effect of different glycoforms on the activation of complement, antibodies with defined carbohydrate structures were produced using, for example, specific expression systems or specific glycosidases. Complete deglycosylation of alemtuzumab abolished CDC.[@cit0107] The removal of any terminal galactose residues resulted in reduced CDC capacity of alemtuzumab, a consequence of loss of C1q binding.[@cit0108] In contrast, CDC activity remained unaffected upon removal of terminal sialic acid.[@cit0107] Modifications of the carbohydrate structure leading to the exposure of mannose, GlcNAc and fucose, but not glucose, have resulted in the ability of MBL binding and the activation of the MBL pathway in vitro.[@cit0109] Antibodies carrying terminal mannose residues do not bind C1q.[@cit0110] The lack of fucose residues does not affect C1q binding.[@cit0111] Thus, different sugar residues can activate the MBL complement pathway, but at the same time abolish the activation of the alternative pathway. However, the contribution of MBL binding to the activity of a platelet depleting antibody could not be confirmed in vivo.[@cit0112]

It appears that all described changes in the glycan structure of IgG either do not affect or decrease complement activating capacity, whereas none actually enhanced it. The effect on CDC capacity should be tested for glycan-modifications aimed at altering FcR binding.

The conjugation of complement-activating agents to the therapeutic mAb might enhance mAb immunotherapy. Heteroconjugates were generated by coupling molecules such as cobra venom factor (CVF), C3b, or iC3b to an anti-tumor antibody. CVF permanently activates the alternative pathway via its attached oligosaccharide chains. It resembles C3 structurally and functionally, and, by binding to Factor B present in human serum, a fluid-phase C3/C5 convertase is formed. The enzyme is long-lived in serum because it is resistant to the regulatory proteins Factor H and Factor I. mAb-CVF conjugates thus direct a strong complement attack to the tumor site. Alternatively, C3b/iC3b conjugates were used to potentiate complement activity. mAb-C3b conjugates increased complement activation predominantly via the alternative pathway because mAb-conjugated C3b became resistant to inactivation by Factor H and I.[@cit0113] Covalently linking the F(ab')~2~ of a normally non-cytotoxic anti-neuroblastoma mAb to CVF resulted in high cytotoxic activity against human neuroblastoma cells in vitro.[@cit0114] The combination of different CVF conjugated-anti-neuroblastoma mAb formats resulted in an additive effect.[@cit0115] CVF and C3b conjugated mAbs targeting the carcinoma antigen EpCAM-mediated higher C3 deposition and CDC of the colorectal carcinoma cell lines in vitro.[@cit0088] The same group demonstrated that β-glucan as adjuvant to mAbs activates CR3 on effector cells and results in CDCC (reviewed in ref. 116).

In vitro combination of rituximab and an anti-iC3b antibody led to higher iC3b deposition and lysis of Raji cells than by rituximab alone due to additional complement activation by the iC3b mAb.[@cit0068] Intravenous infusion of rituximab followed by anti-iC3b antibody into a cynomolgus monkey model confirmed rapid rituximab binding to B cells expressing CD20 on the cell surface, and deposition of iC3b, finally resulting in the co-localization of both antibodies. Nevertheless, final evidence for a better therapeutic outcome in a tumor animal model remains missing.

Another strategy to overcome complement inhibitory activity and amplify complement activation on tumor cells involves the co-administration of a CR2-Fc fusion protein with anti-tumor mAbs. CR2 is a member of the C3-binding protein family. The receptor, which is expressed on B cells and dendritic cells, binds inactivated C3 fragments (iC3b, C3d, and C3dg). Those relatively long-lived CR2 ligands might be present at a high concentration at the site of complement activation. Moreover, the Fc of the fusion protein is expected to result not only in extra complement deposition, but also additional recruitment of effector cells, resulting in enhanced CDC and ADCC. Complement deposition, CDC and ADCC were significantly increased in the presence of a human CR2-Fc fusion protein.[@cit0117] In vivo biodistribution studies with the radioactively-labeled fusion protein confirmed its tumor specificity. In the final therapeutic study, mice bearing EL4 T cell lymphoma were treated with a tumor-specific mAb, the fusion protein or the combination. Mice receiving the combination therapy showed prolonged survival (80%) compared with mice receiving just the mAb (20%). The same approach was further evaluated in a syngeneic model using the murine CR2 sequence coupled to the murine IgG2a Fc.[@cit0118] In vitro data were comparable with results obtained with the human fusion protein. Co-administration with anti-tumor mAbs led to an improved anti-tumor response in two syngeneic mouse models (metastatic EL4 T cell lymphoma and melanoma B16), with CDC playing a key role as effector mechanism.

Conclusions {#s0004}
===========

The role of complement in mAb therapy of tumors is complex, which results from the multifaceted nature of complement activation. Several factors influence complement activation by mAbs and most mAbs act via multiple effector mechanisms, and their relative importance may change during the course of treatment. Nonetheless, despite these variables, the overwhelming evidence suggests that induction of complement activation is beneficial. Several mAbs readily activate complement in vitro and there is strong evidence that CRPs are used by tumor cells to evade complement-mediated attack. This could potentially hamper complement-mediated anti-tumor effects.

In many cases, polymorphisms in CRPs causing excessive complement activation were linked to inflammatory conditions. Only a few studies have examined these variations in the context of mAb therapy. Based on in vitro results showing the inhibitory effect of CRPs on mAb-mediated complement activation, it is expected that similar associations could be found if complement does play a role in the clinical effect.

As we gain better understanding of the factors that influence complement activation by IgG mAbs, it will be possible to select and engineer mAbs with improved complement activating properties. Stronger complement activation by ofatumumab compared with rituximab does not seem to translate into clinical benefit, although data on direct comparison with rituximab is not yet available.

In the future, clinical efficacy by mAbs rationally optimized for certain effector functions will enable better insight into their mechanisms of action and the role of complement. Several strategies are being developed to enhance complement activation, and these may also advance to the clinic ([**Fig. 2**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Genetic screenings of large mAb-treated populations for polymorphisms in complement proteins and CRPs is expected to provide the much lacking human data. Figure 2.Strategies employed to boost complement activation in mAb cancer therapy. Many cancer cells upregulate the expression of membrane- bound and soluble complement-regulatory proteins (mCRPs/sCRPs) to circumvent complement-mediated killing. Thus several approaches blocking target cell derived inhibitory complement components (red) have been successfully developed to overcome complement resistance. On the one hand CRP function can be "neutralized" by targeting them directly using antibodies of different formats (e.g., full size, miniAbs, bsAbs). On the other hand their expression can be modulated by interfering with their expression level (siRNA, enzymatic removal, and cytokines). Alternatively, therapeutic antibody-mediated enhanced complement activation (green) can be achieved by mAb backbone modifications. Here mutations in the Fc part were identified to enhance C1q binding or increase IgG hexamerization which in turn facilitates efficient complement activation. Additionally, IgG3 antibodies or IgG1/IgG3 chimeras have a higher complement activating capacity. Furthermore, the use of CR2-Fc fusion proteins together with a therapeutic antibody and heteroconjugates (mAbs coupled to, for example, CVF and C3b) boost the complement cascade. Moreover, combinations of antibodies effectively trigger complement. Targeting multiple epitopes with different mAbs increases the opsonization of the target cell and the combination of a therapeutic mAb with a mAb recognizing the inactive complement component iC3b further enhanced complement-mediated cell lysis.
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